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POVERTY ALLEVIATION

40 YEARS OPENNING-UP AND REFORM

Number of black-necked cranes 
wintering in Dashanbao hits a record

Asang and the Guozhuang dance

The sixth China and Great 
Mekong Sub-regional countries 
media regularly exchange visits  
paid a visit to the Government 
Public Relations Department 
of Thailand(PRD) in Bangkok 
recently. Two sides held discussions 
on further strengthening exchanges 
and cooperation between Thailand 
and China Yunnan’s media. 

 Lt.Gen.Sansern Kaewkumnerd, 
director-General of the Government 
Public Relations Department of 
Thailand, said that thanks to the 
LMC mechanism, Thailand has 
been in close contact with China, 
especially Yunnan in recent 
years. Both sides have conducted 
sound cooperation in economy, 
trade, culture and tourism. Media 
exchanges between Thailand and 
Yunnan are very frequent. The two 

sides have deepened understanding 
and friendship through attending 
large-scale exhibitions, and learning 
and training activities.

Tian Huqing, head of the Yunnan 
Media Delegation, said that with 
the strong background of promoting 
the Belt and Road initiative, 
communications between Yunnan 
and Thailand media are increasingly 
frequent. More and more Thai 
media people have learned about the 
real China (Yunnan) through field 
trips and visits.Yunnan Provincial 
Government Information Office 
will continue to invite Thai media 
to visit Yunnan every year through 
the China-South Asia Expo, 
business conferences to further 
deepen understanding and expand 
cooperation between Yunnan and 
Thailand media.        (By Shen Yan)

 As of Nov.20, 1,545 black-
necked cranes had wintered in 
Dashanbao, Yunnan province, 
a record high according to data 
monitored by the Dashanbao 
N a t i o n a l  N a t u r e  R e s e r v e 
Administration.

The black-necked crane is the 
only one of 15 species of crane 
in the world that lives at high 
altitudes all of their lives. Most 
of them are distributed in China 

where they receive first-class 
wildlife protection.

In  recen t  years ,  th rough 
multiple measures, the wetland 
area has been continuously 
e x p a n d e d ,  t h e  e c o l o g i c a l 
environment has been upgraded, 
and the people's awareness of 
protection has been constantly 
improved, creating a good living 
space for  the black-necked 
cranes.       Photo by Zhang Tong
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Ginkgo trees help
 lift villagers out 

of poverty
The Jiangdong ginkgo village 

in  Tengchong,  Baoshan of 
Yunnan province, is golden in 
the early winter. Ginkgo trees 
full of yellow leaves paint a 
beautiful landscape, attracting 
tourists from home and abroad.

The ginkgo village has over 
10,000-mu of ginkgo forest with 
over 30,000 trees, the oldest of 
which is about 1,300 years old. 
Besides ginkgo trees, there are 
various karst caves and valleys 
around the village.

Going back around 10 years a
go, the ginkgo village had 2,52
0 people living in poverty, acco
unting for 70 percent of its tota
l population. In 2007, with the 
guidance and help of local gov
ernment, eight households start
ed to develop agritainment busi
nesses. 

Since then, villagers have en
gaged in businesses including h
ostels, commodity sales and de
licacies. By developing agritou
rism, the population of those in 
poverty has fallen reduced to 39
. In 2017, the village received 3
60,000 tourists, and tourism rev
enues reached 48 million yuan.

The local embroidery industry 
has also developed. More than 
500 female villagers engage in 
the business and their works 
are sold inside and outside the 
province. They have gained an 
average annual income of four 
million yuan. Besides, the crafts 
of  baking and drying have 
helped the price of ginkgo fruit 
increase from around 10 yuan 
to about 80 to 100 yuan per 
kilogram, producing an annual 
output value of more than 5 
million yuan in the village. 

(Text by Xinhua and Baoshan 
Daily,Photo by Li Chengshen)

The Huangzhulin No.1 tunnel of the Yuxi-Mohan railway located in Jinghong City of Yunnan Province 
was recently completed, marking the completion of the Huangzhulin tunnel group. It is the first tunnel 
group connected to the China section of the China-Laos railway.

The Huangzhulin tunnel group is composed of No.1, 2 and 3 tunnels, each of which passes through a 
mountain. All the tunnels are located on a curve with a radius of 2,800 meters. Since the construction of the 
tunnel group started in September 2016, the builders have successively overcome difficulties of geological 
complexity and have taken measures to environmental protection.                             Photo by Hu Xiaorong

Four-decade makeover is just the beginning

China-Laos railway first tunnel group complete

Editor’s note: This year marks 
the 40th anniversary of the 
launch of China’s reform and 
opening-up policy. From this 
issue on,we will profile people 
who experienced or witnessed 
the important drive.

H u g h  D a v i e s ,  F o r m e r 
commercial counselor at the 
Bri t ish embassy in Beij ing 
fondly remembers the time he 
introduced a British publisher 
to Deng Xiaoping in 1985, 
when Davies was commercial 
counselor at the British embassy 
in Beijing.

Deng asked the publisher, 
“When you go back, could you 
tell them that the Chinese would 
like to join the Eureka program?”

Founded in 1985, the program 
was a European platform for 
sharing jointly funded research 
and development projects. China 
did not end up joining Eureka, 
but Davies still likes to tell the 
story to demonstrate Deng’s 
forward-looking attitude.

“It was extraordinary that the 
Chinese wanted to join. For me, 
that was a fine example of how 
China needs to move forward in 
working with other countries,” 

said Davies, whose enthusiasm 
i s  t a n g i b l e  a s  h e  m a k e s 
observations about China’s 40 
years of dramatic transformation.

He said he thinks the next 
four decades will be even more 
exciting.

Davies, who first visited China 
in 1966, has many insights into 
how the country has transformed 
from a planned economy to a 
market economy thanks to its 
reform and opening-up policy, 
which was initiated in 1978.

The former diplomat said 
the  Ch inese  governmen t ’s 
visionary approach to economic 
development, combined with 
the entrepreneurial spirit of the 
Chinese people, will continue to 
propel the nation forward.

“China has a huge population, 
i t  has  a  huge geographical 
spread, a massive industrial base, 
huge financial resources, and 
experiences in both participating 
in international organizations and 
also peacekeeping operations,” 
Davies said. “In the next 40 
years, China will undoubtedly 
become the most important 
country in the world.”

I n  1 9 9 8 ,  h e  t o o k  e a r l y 

retirement from his diplomatic 
career, but continued to work 
with China, spending time as 
an adviser to British insurance 
companies Prudential and Old 
Mutual and helping them plan 
their strategies for entering 
China’s life-insurance market.

He said “mutual  benefi t” 
drives the growing collaboration 
between China and the UK. 
In addition to trade, the UK’s 
advanced technology sector and 
the English language remain 
influential on China and its 
internationalization, he said.

Looking to the future, Davies 
said he would like China to open 
up further to foreign investment, 
saying it will help Beijing step 
into the role of responsible 
global leader.

“If China can continue to open, 
then the international community 
will feel that China is playing by 
the rules, and will see China as a 
good neighbor in the world,” he 
said. “I’m not saying that other 
countries are doing that well 
themselves. But China, being 
such a huge country, has massive 
responsibilities.”  

(Abridged from China daily)

Thai National Day reception
 held in Kunming

On December 5, the Royal 
Thai  Consulate  General  in 
Kunming held a reception to 
celebrate the Thai National Day. 

On that evening, Thai Khon 
was performed at the reception 
which was the first since it had 
been included in the UNESCO 

intangible cultural heritage list. 
Ms. Nitivadee Manitkul, the 

Royal Thai Consul-General in 
Kunming, said at the reception 
t h a t  i t  w a s  t h e  4 3 r d  y e a r 
that Thailand and China had 
officially established diplomatic 
relations. The close Thai-China 
friendly cooperation benefited 
f rom the  grea t  impor tance 
attached by members of the 
Thai royal family. Members of 
the royal family have visited 
China many times, among which 
HRH Princess Maha Chakri 
Sirindhorn has visited several 
provinces and cities in China. 
She actively introduced China’s 
history, culture, development 
and changes to the Thai people, 
and has played a very important 
r o l e  i n  e n h a n c i n g  m u t u a l 
understanding and friendship 
between the two peoples. She is 
known as an envoy of friendship 
between Thailand and China.

At the reception, The Royal 
Thai  Consulate  General  in 
Kunming prepared a special 
performance of the scene from 
Thai Khon Ramayana presented 
b y  s t u d e n t s  o f  B a n g k o k 
Yisancang Middle School. Thai 
Khon was officially included in 
UNESCO’s intangible cultural 
heritage list on November 29, 
2018.

The Royal Thai Consulate 
General in Kunming attaches 
great  impor tance  to  media 
cooperation. In her first month 
in office, the Consul-General 
Ms. Nitivadee Manitkul visited 
a number of news agents in 
Yunnan. “I am looking forward 
to the Thai and Chinese people 
learning more about each other’s 
culture and tourism. I would 
like to do my best to enhance 
exchanges between Thailand and 
China in various fields.”

By Liu Yanqin and Cai Meng

Ms.Nitivadee Manitkul, the Royal Thai Consul-General in 
Kunming delivers a speech on the reception day.      Photo by Liu Yanqin                                   

DIQING INHERITOR 4

Asang, 62, together with his folks, 
was performing the Guozhuang 
Dance in Tibetan costumes in 
Benzilan Township, Deqin County, 
Diqing Tibetan Autonomous 
Prefecture.

Guozhuang, an important dancing 
art belonging to the national-level 
intangible cultural heritages, boasts a 
history stretching back 1,500 years.

Asang is one of the leading 
dancers in the Benzilan performing 
team.

Noting certain skills in the 
learning of the art, Asang said he 
had spent four years to master 
Guozhuang dancing. He added that 
over 300 villagers from 109 families 
there could dance with the support 
of the culture station and they were 
all getting busier and happier.

"Protection and preservation 
of intangible cultural heritage is 
increasingly regarded by more 

people nowadays. The more they 
know about the art form, the 
stronger aspirations they have to 
pass it down.

Guozhuang Dance is also 
commonly seen in funerals, 
weddings, festivals, harvest 
celebrations, house moving and guest 
receiving. Besides, starting from last 
April, a commodity fair has been 
held from 15 to 16 of each month 
and dancing at the event is expected 
by everyone," Asang said gladly.

During the fair, villagers set out 
in the morning to buy pickles, meat 
and highland barley. Then, they 
join the Guozhuang dancing so 
most people would not be heading 
home until dark. Merry activities are 
repeated the next day.

"People have fun dancing and it 
is a way to pass it down at the same 
time." Asang said delightedly.

By Zhang Ruogu


